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1. Aim of the present paper 

In a former paper
2 
we pointed out that the term "gestalt" is being used in at least 

two essentially different meanings. We suggested limiting the use of the term "ge-
stalt" to its original meaning, i.e. "shape," "form," or "configuration". Its other 
meaning is often expressed by "functional (or organized) whole"; we used

3
 the ex-

pression "determinational system" ("Wirkungssystem") instead. In the former paper 
we gave a rather detailed analysis of "gestalt". It is the aim of the present paper to 
do the same for the term functional whole. 

2. Provisional explanation of "interdependence" and "independence" 

For this purpose let us start with an almost famous example, namely the equili-
brated distribution of electricity on the surface of an isolated conductor; this exam-
ple was chosen by KÖHLER

4
 in order to illustrate the characteristics of functional 

wholes. The main feature which is of interest here may be formulated as follows: 
the density of charge at any point determines the density at all others. Let us provi-
sionally call this characteristic "Interdependence". 
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It can easily be proved that whenever modern gestaltists use expressions such as 
"functional whole", "organized whole", "dynamic unity", they ascribe this property 
of "interdependence" to their respective designata

5
 . 

Now, in gestalt literature this conception is often illustrated by opposing it to 
what might be called an "aggregative whole" ("Summatives Ganzes", "Und-
Verbindung") of which KÖHLER's three stones lying in three different continents 
are an often quoted instance. In a certain sense there is no interaction between these 
stones. The characteristic of such an aggregate may be called "independence". 

Accordingly, one of the main objections made by gestaltists to their opponents 
may be formulated thus: it is an error to explain, say, the genesis of a perceptional 
field by an aggregate of mutually independent causal chains. 

3. Definition of "dependence", "interdependence" and "independence" 

In order to give a definition of "interdependence" and "independence" it is neces-
sary to introduce the more fundamental notion of dependence. Let it be defined as 
follows:

6
 a function f will be said to depend on a class φ of functions, when and only 

when f has the same value for any two arguments for which each element of φ has 
equal values. 

Let e.g., f(t) be that (3-valued) function which assigns to a given quantity of wa-
ter, for every moment t, its state of aggregation (i.e. solid, liquid or gaseous); and let 
φ contain just the two functions temperature and pressure of the same quantity of 
water, defined for every t. Then according to well known physical laws, the states of 
aggregation (i.e. the values of f) are the same at two different moments if, at these 
moments, the water has both the same temperature and pressure. Consequently, f 
depends on φ, in the above defined sense. 

This notion enables us to define "interdependence" as follows: a class of func-
tions, φ, will be called "interdependent" when and only when every element f of φ 
depends on the "complementary class" consisting of all elements of φ except f. Con-
sidering the law of BOYLE and MARIOTTE, we find an instance of inter-
dependence in the class of functions: pressure, volume, temperature of an ideal gas. 

Let us use the notion of dependence in order to give also a definition of "inde-
pendence": a class φ of functions will be called "independent" when and only when 
no element of φ depends on the complementary class. 
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4. Different modifications of "dependence" and "interdependence" 

The concept of interdependence being fundamental for this discussion we want to 
deal with it in a more detailed manner

7
 : from a syntactical point of view, it is evi-

dent that for gestalt theory only causal dependence is relevant, since it deals with 
empirical wholes, whereas e.g., mathematics deals with logical wholes; besides the 
latter can be treated in exactly the same way on the basis of logical dependence. 

But also from a material point of view we must make several distinctions: 

Whereas according to our above definition of "interdependence" it is sufficient 
that each element depend on all others, we must also consider the converse case in 
which roughly spoken all elements depend on every single one of them. Evidently 
the latter case entails the former but the converse is not true. Therefore we shall call 
the latter kind of interdependence, a "strict" one. The following example may illus-
trate what we mean: according to some business-cycle theorists, a certain correlation 
exists between the tendencies of speculation, business and money. As far as this cor-
relation holds exactly, there is strict interdependence between these functions. 

Another instance for strict interdependence was furnished by the well-known law 
of correlation in biology, when Georges CUVIER who first gave its strict formula-
tion claimed to be able to reconstruct an entire animal skeleton if one single bone of 
it were given to him. 

We shall mention only briefly a third type of interdependence founded on another 
modification of dependence: this relation holds between f and φ, when and only 
when f has different values for each pair of arguments for which exactly one ele-
ment of φ has different values. 

Finally we note a generalization of "dependence" which results from the follow-
ing considerations: as illustrated by our business-cycle example, empirical depend-
encies generally show different degrees. This can be taken account of provided we 
modify the definition of "dependence" by introducing the notion of probability. 
More generally, "dependent" can be replaced by "more or less dependent" and thus 
"interdependence" and "independence" appear as the two poles of a serial order

8
 . 

5. System and dependence system 

We repeatedly dealt with the following property of a class φ with respect to a re-
lation R: this relation holds between each element of φ and the complementary class. 
In this case we call φ a system with respect to R. A system which is not a part of a 
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larger one with respect to the same relation may be called "closed". The classes con-
sidered above are systems with respect to dependence. 

Now it looks plausible to translate the complete expressions "functional whole" 
and the like in terms of "system of functions with respect to dependence", or, short-
ly, "dependence system". 

According to the different modifications of dependence, we distinguish several 
kinds of systems which can be considered as the corresponding modifications of the 
notion, "dependence system". It is a matter of special investigation in each case 
which type of system is being represented by the "functional whole" in question. 

6. Determination system 

As mentioned in our introduction, we previously used the expression "determina-
tional system" ("Wirkungssystem") for "functional whole". The notion of system as 
employed then, though somewhat different from the one defined just now, can be 
reduced to it. Anyhow the whole expression belongs to another language which is in 
closer relation to the so called thing-language used in every-day life. Yet things will 
be represented here by their so called world lines, a notion which the theory of rela-
tivity has made rather popular. Let us now give in this "world-line language" the 
definition of "determination system". For this purpose let us start from the relation 
of determination defined by CARNAP

9
. Then we define "determination system" as 

follows: a class W of world-lines will be called a determination system with respect 
to a class λ of state functions, when and only when every class

10
 determining a point 

on one of the world lines belonging to W is a selective class
11

 of W with respect to 
λ. If a class W is such a determination system, then it must be also a system in the 
sense defined above, though the relation R involved is a more complicated one 
which will be explained elsewhere. 

7. Functional language and world-line language 

As will be remembered, this definition of "functional whole" expressed in world-
line language ("w- λ") was preceded by another expressed in functional language 
("f- λ"). Let us compare the two solutions of our problems. 

                                                           
9
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The w- λ being more closely related to every-day language will often be more 
practical than the f- λ. On the other hand, the use of the w- λ is sometimes impracti-
cal or even impossible; we can hardly imagine how one could actually describe in 
w- λ, e.g., a phenomenal field or the above mentioned business-cycle correlations. 
Especially the following arguments plead in favor of the f- λ: the w- λ presupposes 
the concept of genidentity which in some sciences e.g. psychology and sociology, 
can only be applied with difficulties. At any rate we feel entitled to state without 
further arguments that the f- λ is much more general and modern

12
. 

In spite of differences, the two concepts of determination system and of depend-
ence system can, in a less formal language, both be designated by "functional 
whole", because both "determination" and "dependence" can in a certain sense be 
considered as functional relations. As far as the much discussed term "whole" is 
concerned, we must limit ourselves here to the remark that already FRIES

13
 speaks 

of a "Ganzes der Wechselwirkung" and KANT
14

 uses similar expressions in this 
connection. 

8. Applications of our definitions 

Now, the state of a functional whole can be either stable (balanced, equilibrated) 
or unstable. The former case (including states of rest and so called stationary states) 
is characterized by the state functions being constant in time. Such states of equilib-
rium play an important part in the writings of gestaltists because, according to them, 
functional wholes when left to themselves tend to become balanced and to remain 
so. 

Our analysis enables us to correct a mistake due, we believe, to the confusion be-
tween "gestalt" and "functional whole": some functional wholes can also be de-
scribed as "complexes"

15
. This holds e.g., for the distribution of electricity over an 

isolated conductor. When considering this distribution as a complex, one can define 
a certain class of transpositions such that any distribution having with respect to 
these transpositions the same gestalt as a balanced distribution, is itself a balanced 
one. Such transpositions are described by KÖHLER

16
. However, these transposi-

tions can also be applied to unbalanced distributions, so that one is equally justified 
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in ascribing to them a gestalt with respect to these transpositions. Consequently it 
would be false to assume that only balanced functional wholes have a gestalt. 

In terms of the preceding analysis the opposition between aggregative and func-
tional whole turns out not to be contradictory. For a class of functions can happen to 
be neither independent nor interdependent: indeed some of its elements may depend 
on their respective complementary classes and others may not. Consequently, to say 
that something is not an aggregate, it is not sufficient to characterize it as a func-
tional whole: this main concept of gestalt theory has rather to be based, as we have 
done, on the notion of interdependence. 

 

Summary (by A.S. LUCHINS and E.H. LUCHINS) 

An earlier paper by GRELLING & OPPENHEIM distinguished between two essentially different 
meanings of the term "Gestalt". That paper focused on the term's original meaning of "shape", "form", 
or "configuration". The present paper deals with its other meaning of a "functional (or organized) who-
le" or "dynamic unity". Notions of "dependence", "independence", and "interdependence" are defined. 
Concepts are discussed in both "world-line language" (used in EINSTEIN´s relativity theory) and 
"functional language". Noting that a functional whole can be either stable (balanced, equilibrated, in-
cluding stationary states) or unstable (imbalanced, unequilibrated), GRELLING & OPPENHEIM cont-
end that it is false to assume that only balanced functional wholes have a Gestalt. They caution that the 
concepts of functional whole and aggressive (aggregative) (and-summative) wholes are neither contra-
dictory nor exhaustive. To say that something is an aggregate does not characterize it as a functional 
whole. They conclude that functional whole, a main concept of Gestalt theory, has to be based, as they 
have done, on the notion of interdependence. 

Zusammenfassung (von A.S. LUCHINS und E:H: LUCHINS) 

In einer ihrer früheren Arbeiten hatten GRELLING und OPPENHEIM zwei wesentliche Bedeu-
tungsunterschiede des "Gestalt"-Begriffs herausgearbeitet. Jene Arbeit konzentrierte sich dabei auf die 
ursprüngliche Bedeutung des Begriffes, nämlich als „Form" oder „Konfiguration". Der vorliegende Ar-
tikel thematisiert stärker eine andere Bedeutung: „Gestalt" als ein funktionales oder organisiertes Gan-
zes bzw. als eine dynamische Einheit. Dazu werden zunächst die Begriffe „Unabhängigkeit", „Abhän-
gigkeit" und „Interdependenz" definiert und diese Konzepte dann sowohl in der „world-line language" 
(ein Fachterm, der auf die sog. „Weltlinien" der Relativitätstheorie EINSTEINs verweist) als auch in 
der „functional language" diskutiert. Vor dem Hintergrund, daß ein funktionales Ganzes entweder 
stabil (ausbalanciert, im Gleichgewicht befindlich) sein kann (einschließlich stationärer Zustände) oder 
instabil (unbalanciert, im Ungleichgewicht) sein kann, stellen GRELLING und OPPENHEIM die The-
se auf, daß die Annahme falsch sei, daß nur balancierte funktionale Ganzheiten eine Gestalt hätten. 
Vielmehr weisen sie darauf hin, daß die Konzeptionen des funktionale Ganzen und des aggregierten 
(und-summativen) Ganzen weder widersprüchlich noch umfassend sind. Etwas als Aggregat zu be-
zeichnen, charakterisiere es nicht als funktionales Ganzes. Schließlich erheben sie die Forderung, daß 
ein funktionales Ganzes, als ein zentrales Konzept der Gestalttheorie, vor allem auf dem Aspekt der In-
terdependenz gegründet sein müsse. 

 


